Do you know a Health Care Hero? Crain’s Detroit Business is seeking nominations for Health Care Heroes, a special report on health care professionals that will run in the June 3 issue.

The program will honor top-notch medical innovators and patient advocates dedicated to saving lives or improving access to care.

Winners and runners-up will be chosen in six categories:

- **Corporate Achievement in Health Care:** Honors an individual at a company that has created an innovative health care program or benefits plan that has solved a problem in health care administration.

- **Administrator or Executive:** Honors an administrator at a hospital, health insurance company, pharmaceutical company or any health care related support company who has made a significant contribution to their company and the health care industry.

- **Physician:** Honors a physician whose clinical or administrative performance is considered exemplary, innovative and groundbreaking.

- **Allied Health:** Honors an individual from nursing or allied health fields deemed exemplary, innovative or groundbreaking by patients and peers.

- **Board Member:** Honors leadership and distinguished service on a health care board.

- **Innovation in Oncology, Heart or other Health Care Services or Research:** Honors a company or individual responsible for a discovery or for developing a procedure, device, program or service that can save lives or improve quality of life.

A panel of health care judges will choose the winners. The deadline to nominate is Tuesday, March 5.

**CATEGORY**
Please select the category you would like to nominate your candidate in. Only one category can be chosen.

- Corporate Achievement in Health Care: Honors an individual at a company that has created an innovative health care program or benefits plan that has solved a problem in health care administration.
Administrator or Executive: Honors an administrator at a hospital, health insurance company, pharmaceutical company or any health care related support company who has made a significant contribution to their company and the health care industry.

Physician: Honors a physician whose clinical or administrative performance is considered exemplary, innovative and groundbreaking.

Allied Health: Honors an individual from nursing or allied health fields deemed exemplary, innovative or groundbreaking by patients and peers.

Board Member: Honors leadership and distinguished service on a health care board.

Innovation in Oncology, Heart or other Health Care Services or Research: Honors a company or individual responsible for a discovery or for developing a procedure, device, program or service that can save lives or improve quality of life.

ABOUT THE NOMINEE
Please provide answers to questions about the nominee. Questions marked with an asterisk must be completed.

Full Name?*
Company?*
Title?*
Address?*
City, State, Zip?*
Phone?*
Email?*

EDUCATION
If you are familiar with the nominee's education/degree information, please list the degrees the nominee has received and from where.

Enter "n/a" if this information is not available.

College / University*
Degree*
Field of Study*
Year of Degree*

ESSAY
In 300 words or less, please explain why you think this person is deserving of a nomination. Please focus on their innovation and excellence, and provide specific examples where possible.
REFERENCES/RESOURCES
What strategic vendors or mentors might want to be contacted if this candidate were selected?

ABOUT THE NOMINATOR
Please fill in the answers to all of the questions about yourself. When you have completed all the questions, click the "submit" button and your nomination will be processed.

Your Full Name?*
Your Company?*
Your Title?*
Your Phone?*
Your Email?*

How did you hear about this nomination program?*

- Print ad in Crain's Detroit Business
- Digital ad on crainsdetroit.com
- Email from Crain's Detroit Business
- A Crain's Detroit Business social media post
- From a friend, colleague, relative, etc.
- Other